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Attendance

President: David Hamilton (New Zealand)
1st Vice President: Konrad Geissler (Germany)
2nd Vice President: Irina Grushina (Russia)
3rd Vice President: Jacques Berlo (Belgium)
Chairman of Rules: Wolfgang Perplies (Germany)
Sub Committee Secretary: David Monks (UK)
Secretary: Peter Schoeffler (Germany)
15th WHC Director: Wojciech Dobrzynski (Poland)

The meeting was opened by the CIG President at 10.00am.

1. 15th FAI World Helicopter Championship

The WHC Director Wojciech Dobrzynski gave a status report and thanked Irina Grushina for the support.

The President thanked Wojciech and his staff for the preparation and offered full support if needed.

2. FAI World Air Games Dubai 2015 (WAG)

Wolfgang Perplies is the CIG OPR for the WAG and the Event Director of the helicopter competitions appointed by FAI.

The registration for the WAG is possible by web-portal only with the own email address which linked to the sporting licence. Jacques Berlo reported continuing problems to confirm his participation although he has received the invitation and tried to follow the registration procedure.

According to the minutes of the Bureau’s telephone conference of the reserve crews to replace a non-participating crew will be Belarus (1), Switzerland (2) and Austria (3). If the reserve list does not contain enough crews it will be extended.
Wolfgang Perplies confirmed that the helicopters needed will be available. The competitors may stay in Dubai the whole time of the WAG. All costs including air fares will be paid by the organizers. Therefore no booking in advance should be made by the competitors. This is in conflict with the WAG General bulletin No. 1, Section .7 and needs to be clarified as soon as possible.

3 Robinson helicopters are offered by Belgium, Germany and Austria to the organisers. Mi2 helicopters are offered by Ukraine or Russia.

Konrad Geissler asked about the permission to fly in Dubai, (licensing and insurance conditions). This is an issue still to be clarified.

The Bureau approved the President’s recommendation that Wolfgang Perplies has authority to handle all WAG matters including Selection or Reserves on behalf of CIG.

3. Approval of Judges for WHC

2 additional judges showed up from Germany and Ukraine. As both countries have assistant judges these two can share the position.

Anne Meusel from Germany was reported as a judge. According to the official CIG judge list she is assistant judge. She will act as assistant judge during the WHC and be upgraded at the next CIG Meeting.

All judges reported who are not listed in the official list will act as assistant judges. This will be the procedure for Ukraine and Poland.

4. WHC Rules

WP offered his skills for the revision of the WHC rules. He will be supported by David Monks and Alan Norris.

5. Rules Revision

This will be chaired by Wolfgang Perplies together with David Monks and Alan Norris.

6. Anti Doping

Unfortunately, it was revealed in advance that Doping Test would be undertaken.

7. AOB

David Monks reminded that the confidentiality of judges information is important as they are FAI Officials.
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Pit Schoeffler
CIG Secretary